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What is Reunit ?
Reunit is the first truly omni-chain wallet.
This means that a user can, without necessary configuration, simultaneously
send tokens from several blockchains at the same time, in the same
transaction, in one click, in the direction of any other blockchain.

The consequences of this revolution are enormous both for decentralized
applications and for users :

● For users, increased purchasing power and the possibility of using
applications initially reserved for other blockchains.

● For dApps, more volume, more liquidity, more transactions and the ability
to attract users from other blockchains without making any changes

In addition, a wallet being one of the major gateways to DeFI and the world of
crypto in general, a “dApp store” will be accessible directly from Reunit.

Each user will therefore be able to search by category, discover and use
decentralized applications without leaving their wallet, thus offering a new user
experience completely redesigned for each of these applications.

How it works ?
Reunit could not exist without the revolution initiated by LayerZero and Stargate
Finance. Indeed, Stargate allows the transfer of stablecoins and other ERC20
tokens from one blockchain to another in a decentralized way with low fees.
Reunit therefore uses this technology for all cross-chain operations.

In addition, for Reunit to work properly, a whole new architecture had to be
thought out and designed to solve problems such as :



● DApps usually use their own node which is connected to a single
blockchain.
So how can Uniswap, for example, display the cumulative balance (from
all blockchains) of a user's USDC on its interface?

● When it's not a simple ERC20 token transfer (where the information
about the amount and the recipient is directly available in the transaction
parameters), how to make the wallet know exactly how much will be
spent in using a contract?

Below is an overview of Reunit's architecture :

Architecture of Reunit Wallet



Reunit therefore injects its own node when a user visits any authorized dApps,
so that it can intercept requests, decode them, and return if necessary (for
example) the cumulative balance of all the blockchains.

In addition, thanks to our architecture, Reunit protects user privacy: We don’t
keep connection logs (IP address, fingerprint, date, wallet address, etc.) or the
content of requests and transactions.

Reunit makes it a point of honor to respect and protect the privacy of users.

Will fees be charged ?
Transfers of tokens from one user to another do not incur any fees other than
those imposed by the native blockchain + the Stargate user fees (which cannot
be removed).

As said before, a “dApp Store” will be available from Reunit.
Each transfer initiated from the dApp store will incur a fee of 0.2% per
transaction.

If new features were to be created and integrated into Reunit, other fees may be
charged.

A portion of the fees earned by Reunit will be distributed to holders of the
$REUNI token.



Tokenomics, allocations and utility of $REUNI:
In order to :

● Accelerate the development of Reunit by starting to recruit new
developers, designers, business developers, marketing & sales managers,

● Create a DAO where Reunit users can participate, vote and therefore
influence its development,

● Reward users who participate in the development of Reunit

Reunit will therefore issue an omni-chain token named $REUNI

Here is how the issuance of the $REUNI token will take place :
1. Maximum supply : 10,000,000 of $REUNI
2. Pre-sale : 1,000,000 of $REUNI at $1

a. 50% without lockup
b. 50% with 6 months lockup

3. Sale : 1,000,000 of $REUNI at $2
a. 75% without lockup
b. 25% with 3 months lockup

4. Airdrop : 2,000,000 of $REUNI to holders of : $STG, $veSTG, $aaSTG
a. 25% without lockup
b. 75% with 9 months lockup

5. The remaining 6,000,000 $REUNI will be issued up to 250,000 $REUNI
per month, which corresponds to a period of two years before the end of
the issue.

The 6,000,000 of $REUNI will be distributed in the following proportions:
1. 33% to provide liquidity on DEXs: Uniswap & Pancakeswap as well as

several centralized exchanges
2. 33% to provide liquidity so that $REUNI can be used directly via the

stargate protocol
3. 34% for the development of Reunit



$REUNI - Token allocations :

$REUNI - Circulating supply / Scheduled emission :



In addition, 50% of the fees generated by the dApp store will be distributed
monthly to users who stake the $REUNI token.

Screenshots :

Some useful links :

● Founder personal Twitter account : https://twitter.com/BrutalTrade

● Reunit official Twitter account : https://twitter.com/EverywhereFi

● Reunit official Telegram channel : https://t.me/reunitwallet
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